Name Glyph

Follow the directions below, so we can get to know you better.

Your Name
- Write your first name in bubble letters on your paper
  - If you have a short first name, you can do your last name also
- Your name should span across the entire page (make it big enough to color and put patterns in)

First Letter
- If you are a boy, color the first letter red
- If you are a girl, color the first letter purple

Second Letter
- Draw one blue dot for every brother that you have
- If you don't have any brothers, draw one blue X

Third Letter
- Draw one pink dot for every sister that you have
- If you don't have any sisters, draw one pink X

Fourth Letter
- Make one orange stripe for every year that you have been alive

Fifth Letter
- If you have read a book over the summer, fill the letter in with stars
- If you did not read a book over the summer, fill the letter in with squares

Sixth Letter
- If you came to school on the bus, color the letter yellow
- If you came to school in a car, color the letter black
- If you walked to school, color the letter green
Seventh Letter

- If your favorite thing at school is Reading, draw red squiggly lines in the letter
- If your favorite thing at school is Math, draw red blue squiggly lines in the letter
- If your favorite thing at school is Science, draw green squiggly lines in the letter
- If your favorite thing at school is Social Studies, draw pink squiggly lines in the letter
- If your favorite thing is lunch or recess, draw orange squiggly lines in the letter

Eighth Letter

- If you have 0 pets, outline the letter in purple
- If you have 1 pet, draw one purple stripe in the letter
- If you have 2 pets, draw two purple stripes in the letter
- If you have 3 pets, draw three purple stripes in the letter
- If you have more than three pets, hopefully you have noticed a pattern :)

Ninth Letter

- Color your ninth letter green if you like playing outside
- Color your ninth letter blue if you would rather play inside
- Color your ninth letter half and half if it depends on the day or activity :)

Tenth Letter

- Fill your tenth letter with symbols that represent your hobbies

Eleventh Letter

- If you like school, fill the letter with check marks
- If you don't like school, fill the letter with triangles

Twelfth Letter and On

- If you have more than ten letters in your name, then color the remaining letters with your favorite color(s)